Find YOUR Image In Six Easy Steps.

**Step 1 SIDE**
Find YOUR side.
- WEST
- EAST

Determine which side of the planter you are.

**Step 2 ROW**
Find YOUR row.
- Rows are numbered starting with row number one (1) nearest Spaceship, Earth.

**Step 3 SECTION**
Find YOUR section.
- Sections start with the letter “A” nearest the planter and grow from there.

**Step 4 PANEL**
Find YOUR panel.
- Each panel in a section has a number in the lower left corner.

**Step 5 COUNT UP**
Find YOUR Image.
- Count up on the left side of the plaque.
- After counting up, stay on that line, count across to locate YOUR image.

**Step 6 COUNT ACROSS**

START HERE COUNT UP